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A B S T R A C T

In this paper, an improved version of the energy aware distributed unequal clustering protocol (EADUC)
is projected. The EADUC protocol is commonly used for solving energy hole problem in multi-hop wire-
less sensor networks. In the EADUC, location of base station and residual energy are given importance
as clustering parameters. Based on these parameters, different competition radii are assigned to nodes.
Herein, a new approach has been proposed to improve the working of EADUC, by electing cluster heads
considering number of nodes in the neighborhood in addition to the above two parameters. The inclu-
sion of the neighborhood information for computation of the competition radii provides better balancing
of energy in comparison with the existing approach. Furthermore, for the selection of next hop node,
the relay metric is defined directly in terms of energy expense instead of only the distance information
used in the EADUC and the data transmission phase has been extended in every round by performing
the data collection number of times through use of major slots and mini-slots. The methodology used
is of retaining the same clusters for a few rounds and is effective in reducing the clustering overhead.
The performance of the proposed protocol has been evaluated under three different scenarios and com-
pared with existing protocols through simulations. The results show that the proposed scheme outperforms
the existing protocols in terms of network lifetime in all the scenarios.

Copyright © 2015, The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Karabuk
University. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are characterized by many re-
source constraints such as energy, processing power, storage and
transmission range. Out of these factors, energy of deployed sensors
has been the major resource constraint of the wireless sensor net-
works. Lot of research work has been carried out in the last decade
to address this challenge [1–3]. WSNs are deployed densely for data
gathering applications involving a large amount of area such as ag-
riculture, forests, coal mines, monitoring of rail tunnels, monitoring
of solar photovoltaic cell in a grid, etc., and WSNs require data from
all locations [2,4–6]. The base station (BS) is placed far away from
the sensing field in most of the cases. In such networks, data are
gathered periodically by the BS. Clustering with hierarchical topol-
ogy is found to be successful for realizing continuous monitoring
networks [7–11]. It is exhibited that clustering the network offers
greater lifespan than the network with direct data transmission. It
is shown that the network lifespan gets improved by a factor of about
2 or 3 times with clustering [12].

There are many advantages of using clustering protocols in data-
gathering networks. In dense network, normally there is large volume
of traffic among the sensors, which leads to creation of interfer-
ence and subsequently results into collisions. It is expected that
grouping the sensors would minimize the number of long dis-
tance transmissions and thereby result into saving of the energy.
In clustering, the normal sensor nodes (cluster members) sleep times
are drawn out, while cluster heads coordinate the activities of its
member nodes, again resulting into energy saving [13]. This activ-
ity scheduling is executed largely through TDMA based schedule
[5,11,14,15]. Also clustering facilitates data aggregation at cluster head
(CH) by decreasing the number of transmitted data packets, which
helps in reduction of energy consumption of sensor nodes [13].

The communication in clustering protocols is executed in two
steps, first is intra-cluster, i.e. within the clusters, and the second
is inter-cluster, i.e. between the clusters and the BS. Furthermore,
the communication in a wireless sensor network clustering proto-
col can be taken up either by employing single hop transmission,
or multi-hop routing [16,17]. Most of the clustering protocols use
single hop communication for communicating inside the cluster, as
the distance between sensors within the cluster is relatively short,
e.g. LEACH [11], LEACH-DT [15], HEED [18], etc. Researches pro-
posed in literature report that multi-hop communication between
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the sensor nodes and the cluster head is more energy-efficient than
single hop communication, when the propagation loss exponent is
high. This is when sensor nodes are deployed in dense vegetation
regions, or buildings, or factories [1,16]. In such cases, multi-hop com-
munication is successful in overcoming signal propagation difficulties
[1,7]. However, because the radio dissipates energy in not only trans-
mission but also in reception, direct transmission is also useful. But
there is a limitation in case of direct transmission also. It is good
to use it up to a certain threshold distance only [19]. This is because
in case of transmission distance beyond threshold distance, the
energy expense increases according to the fourth power of the dis-
tance [15,20]. As the sensor nodes are energy constrained, they
usually have a limited transmission range. Thus, in order to in-
crease the network scalability also, multi-hop communication is
preferable [21]. In case of communication from cluster head node
to the BS, if BS being far away from sensor field, then, it is better
to use multi-hop communication [19]. There are number of clus-
tering protocols developed that use multi-hop communication for
achieving more energy-efficient inter-cluster communication.
Multi-hop LEACH [22], EADC [23], EDUC [24], etc. are some such
protocols.

One of the primary concerns in wireless sensor networks is maxi-
mization of network lifetime because after the network becomes
dysfunctional, significant amount of energy should not remain in
the nodes, otherwise it is wastage. Many research works has defined
the network lifetime to be when the first node is dead (FND). The
idea behind this assumption is that it is important that all the nodes
of the network die out approximately at the same time in order to
avoid early loss of sensing coverage, and likely partitioning of the
network [8,11,15,18]. But, as the lifetime requirement is application-
specific, considering the first node dead as the lifetime definition
is not a generic one [25]. There are different types of sensor ne-
twork’s applications [26] and therefore, to cater to different
application requirements, lifetime of the network has also been
evaluated at different stages, i.e. the time when first node dies, or
certain percentage of nodes fail [27]. In any case, it is more impor-
tant that network functions autonomously and guarantees its
operation until its lifetime [28].

In a clustering protocol, a CH is heavily burdened as it has to
perform various tasks such as cluster formation, data aggregation,
data transmission and relaying. Cluster heads therefore consume
more energy as compared to non-CH nodes. In inter-cluster trans-
mission for both the modes of communication, single hop and multi-
hop, there is inevitable problem of energy imbalance among sensor
nodes [24]. For single hop communication, cluster heads which are
far away from BS drain out their energy primarily because of the
long distance transmission. But when using multi-hop communi-
cation in clustering protocols, then, the cluster heads near the base
station deplete their energy quickly because of the extra burden of
traffic relaying. This unbalanced communication load results in energy
hole or hot spot area. Due to this, loss of sensing coverage and par-
titioning of the network occur and ultimately affect the network
performance. Previous research [29] has demonstrated that if sensors
are distributed uniformly in the area of interest, 90 percent of the
total energy of the sensors is left unused when network lifetime
ends, i.e. the time when first node is dead. It is proved in reference
30 that unbalanced energy depletion among all the sensors is un-
avoidable because of many-to-one communication paradigm in WSNs.
For maximizing the network lifetime, energy consumption among
all the network nodes must be balanced. Recently, much research
has been carried out to address energy imbalance and mitigate energy
hole problem for clustered WSNs. A number of strategies such as
using node mobility [31,32], mobile sink [33–36], hierarchical de-
ployment [37], non-uniform clustering [8,24,38], data compression
and traffic aggregation [36,39], node distribution [2,29,30,40], etc.
have been proposed for solving energy hole problem.

In this paper, an attempt has been made to improve network lifes-
pan of an EADUC protocol used in continuous monitoring
applications [38]. The EADUC employs non-uniform clustering al-
gorithm to mitigate the energy hole problem. The core idea in our
proposed scheme is that during the cluster head selection sub-
phase, nodes competition radius assignment would be based on not
only the distance factor and node’s residual energy as is used in
EADUC, but also a tertiary factor, number of neighbor nodes. This
neighborhood information is considered as the clustering param-
eter to extend network lifespan. Another key idea used in our
improved EADUC protocol is during selection procedure of traffic
relaying. The cost involved in relaying, in terms of energy, is incor-
porated as the metrics for selecting one of the feasible nodes as a
relay node instead of only the distance information used in EADUC.
The proposed scheme poises the energy consumption of the nodes
in the network for uniform distribution as well as for non-uniform
distribution. Further to enhance the network lifetime, the idea of
extending the data transmission phase by dividing into major slots
and mini-slots is effectively combined with the proposed cluster-
ing and relaying technique as used in reference 41. The data collection
occurs in each mini-slot using the same clusters once formed and
the number of mini-slots comprises a major slot. After each major
slot, cluster head rotation within the current cluster boundary and
handover of the cluster members takes place. The proposed ap-
proach reduces the clustering overhead and thereby prolongs the
network lifetime. The performance of our proposed protocol is com-
pared with the existing protocols using network lifetime as the
performance metric.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
reviews the related work and Section 3 presents the system
model. Section 4 describes the proposed protocol operation in
detail and Section 5 analyzes the protocol characteristics. Section
6 gives the simulation results of our sensor deployment schemes
and compares it with existing protocols. Section 7 concludes the
paper.

2. Related work

Earlier research work undertaken in the area of clustering al-
gorithms has been primarily based on the rotation of role of cluster
heads in every round, and selecting cluster heads with more re-
sidual energy in order to enhance the lifespan of the network. A
pioneer protocol available in this category is low-energy adaptive
clustering hierarchy (LEACH) protocol [20]. The LEACH protocol
assumes one-hop communication between the nodes and to the base
station. This makes it unsuitable for large-scale networks. Many
LEACH based protocols have been developed in the past which are
improvements over the LEACH protocol, such as LEACH-DT [15] or
a multi-hop variant of LEACH, called as M-LEACH [1]. A hybrid
energy-efficient distributed (HEED) clustering algorithm is pro-
posed in reference 18, which select cluster head according to not
only the node residual energy but also intra-cluster communica-
tion costs. It uses multi-hop communication among the cluster heads
for inter-cluster communication. It is successful in prolonging the
network lifetime but not so effective in balancing the communica-
tion load as node’s closer to BS still die faster. Another protocol, the
distributed energy efficient clustering algorithm (DEEC), is avail-
able [42]. In DEEC, cluster heads are chosen by a probability that
is based on the ratio of residual energy of a node and the average
energy of the network. In all these energy-efficient clustering
schemes, although periodic rotation of cluster head function sees
that nodes run through energy more evenly, but it is not effective
in avoiding the energy hole problem of many-to-one data gather-
ing wireless sensor networks.

Many methods have been proposed in literature for mitigating
the energy hole problem, and thereby maximizing the network
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lifetime. Approaches for overcoming energy hole problem are
categorized into three categories [43]. First is assistant ap-
proaches, such as deployment assistance [35], e.g. TTDD [44],
traffic compression and aggregation [39]. Larger initial energy
nodes can be deployed in the region consuming larger energy, i.e.
using energy heterogeneity [35], or as in TTDD [44], which is
called hierarchical deployment. In TTDD scheme, a number of
assisting nodes are deployed having larger battery capacity and
larger transmission range. These assisting nodes form a relay
region on upper side of the regular sensors that have lower initial
energy and thus help in alleviating the energy hole problem. The
second type of approach is based on node distribution strategy
that has been studied in references [29], [30], [45] and [46]. More
number of nodes can be deployed in the region near the BS. Also
in reference [47], nodes are deployed with the help of a pre-
determined distribution function. The third approach is based on
transmission range adjustment [35,43,48]. The transmission range
adjustment scheme has been investigated to maximize the sensor
network lifetime in reference 43. The energy hole problem is
solved by adjusting the radii of sensors communication ranges in
reference 35. But this solution has a severe restriction on the size
of sensor field. The mobility of the sink is another alternative to
solve energy hole problem [36,48]. In reference 36, mobility of
the base station is considered for event-driven network. The
authors in reference 33 have proposed base station mobility and
multi hop routing approach for extending the lifetime in WSN.
The major drawback with these approaches is that they are not
feasible. These methods involve high cost and provide lower
energy efficiency [46].

In the last few years, researchers have explored the strategies
to extenuate the energy hole problem in hierarchical (cluster-
based) WSNs. Many energy efficient algorithms have been developed
using equal and unequal size clustering technique. Here we con-
sider unequal size clustering only to counter the problem of uneven
energy consumption among sensor nodes of the network. The first
algorithm proposed in the category of utilizing unequal cluster size
is an unequal cluster size (UCS) model [8], which forms unequal clus-
ters for easing the over burdened cluster heads, and ensuring better
balancing of energy dissipation among nodes. The work consid-
ered heterogeneous network and the deterministic deployment of
cluster heads at pre-computed locations for controlling the cluster
size. It achieved an improvement of 10–30% over the equal clus-
tering size strategy, depending on the aggregation efficiency of CH
nodes. In EEUC [49], a clustering and distributed algorithm is de-
signed for data gathering applications, which efficiently organizes
the network nodes using unequal clustering and multi-hop routing.
But in this method the cluster head selection is probabilistic and
therefore solitary nodes can be produced.

Besides using unequal clustering to solve energy imbalance, work
has also been done using energy-efficient multi-hop routing for
saving the nodes’ energy. In this category, EEMR [50], an energy ef-
ficient multi-hop routing protocol is one such protocol designed.
It uses BS to select optimal paths for data transmission between
source nodes and sink node. By utilizing the BS energy for per-
forming routing paths selection and other control messages
broadcasts, it reserves the energy of network nodes. Unequal cluster-
based routing protocol (UCR) [51] is another algorithm proposed
for considering the hot spot problem in multi-hop sensor net-
works. It also forms unequal cluster sizes through using uneven
competition ranges, and for inter-cluster communication, it uses a
greedy geographic and energy-aware routing protocol. The routing
strategy in this paper uses both residual energy and transmission
distance parameters to balance the energy consumption across the
network.

Another method, an energy-driven unequal clustering protocol
(EDUC) [24], considers a distributed unequal clustering algorithm

and an energy-driven adaptive cluster head rotation method. In this
the energy consumed in cluster head rotation is minimized by al-
lowing a node to be cluster head only once during the network
lifetime. Thus, by reducing the energy cost used in cluster head ro-
tation, it achieves energy efficiency. But it has the limitation that
it is useful for single-hop networks only.

In reference 52, an unequally clustered multi-hop routing pro-
tocol (UCMR) is proposed, wherein each cluster has different sizes
based on the distance to the BS and Dijkstra’s shortest path algo-
rithm is used for intra-cluster and inter-cluster communications.
But unlike other protocols that are location-unaware, UCMR relies
on physical location information. The authors in reference [53] have
addressed the energy imbalance problem via energy- and proximity-
based unequal clustering algorithm (EPUC). The CHs are selected
based on residual energy and their proximity to BS. It focuses on
the region near the BS to counter the energy imbalance as that region
has more loads due to relaying activity.

Recently sink mobility based energy balancing unequal cluster-
ing protocol (SMEBUC) has been proposed in reference [54], which
uses improved shuffled frog leaping algorithm for network clus-
tering and cluster head replacement strategy. The cluster head once
selected serves continuously and by reducing the frequency of cluster
head replacement, it saves energy. Depending on the weight, cluster
head exchange time is determined and the cluster heads use greedy
algorithm to determine its relay node. The inter-cluster communi-
cation is carried using multi-hop routing and it adopts a threshold
to avoid a single long chain forming. Another energy efficient data
collection method proposed in reference 41 utilizes hybrid unequal
clustering. In this, the network is divided into layers and clusters.
The layering is used for inter-cluster communication, which is multi-
hop in nature. The clusters are independent of the layers and in this
the hybrid approach of static and dynamic clustering is exploited.
The frequency of clustering is reduced, which reduces the cluster-
ing overhead. Also it uses an in-network data compression algorithm
that also improves network lifetime.

3. Preliminaries

An improved EADUC algorithm is presented in this section. The
network considered here consists of N number of sensor nodes de-
ployed randomly in an M × M sensor field. The nodes and the base
station are static after deployment. The nodes are energy hetero-
geneous, i.e. the deployed nodes are of different initial energy. The
BS is far away from the sensor field and its location is assumed to
be known to each node. The nodes use power control to adjust the
transmission power depending on the transmission distance. The
nodes are not location aware, but can form an estimate of the dis-
tance to another node developed on the received signal strength;
the links being assumed to be symmetric [49,55]. The cluster heads
can transmit their data directly with BS. The data messages (DM)
and control messages (CM) are transmitted through wireless links.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the data sensed by the nodes are
highly correlated.

3.1. Energy model

The transmitter consumes energy in running the radio electron-
ics circuitry and the transmit amplifier circuitry, whereas the
receiver’s energy consumption is only in radio electronics part [11,20].
Also, depending on the transmission distance, both the free space
ε fs and multipath fading εmp channel models are used. If the dis-
tance is to a lesser extent than a threshold level, the free space model
is used; otherwise the multipath model is used. When transmit-
ting the l-bit data to a distance d, the radio expends according to
Eq. (1).
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When receiving the l-bit data, the radio expends according to
Eq. (2).
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3.2. Data aggregation model

In the present work, the infinite compressibility model is used
for data aggregation [7,20]. It is assumed that cluster head collect
the data from its member nodes and aggregate it into a single packet
of fixed length irrespective of the number of received packets.

4. The improved EADUC protocol mechanism

The clustering method used is similar in operation to EADUC pro-
tocol [38]. The protocol operates in rounds. After nodes are deployed,
each node first computes its distance from BS. For this, BS broad-
casts a signal, which is heard by all nodes. On the basis of the received
signal strength, each node approximates its distance to BS. Each
round comprises of cluster set-up phase and steady state phase in
which data transmission takes place. The set-up phase is further
sub-divided into three sub-phases of durations T1, T2 and T3 respec-
tively. The first sub-phase is the neighbor node information
collection. At the beginning of information collection sub-phase, each
node broadcasts a Node_Msg, which contains its residual energy along
with its id. All the nodes, which are in its radio range, receive the
Node_Msg from all its neighbors. Each node then works out the
average residual energy, Eavg_res, of the cluster according to Eq. (3).
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m
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where sj is one of the nodes, sj. Er is the residual energy of sj, and
nb is the number of neighbors. After T1 has timed out, the opera-
tion of next sub-phase, i.e. cluster head competition, starts whose
duration is T2. In this sub-phase cluster heads are chosen. At the end
of information collection phase, each node calculates its wait time
for broadcasting the Head_Msg according to Eq. (4).
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where Er is the current residual energy of the node; Vr is a real value
randomly distributed in [0.9, 1], which is used to reduce the prob-
ability that two nodes send Head_Msg at the same time [37]. If any
of the nodes does not receive any Head_Msg, it broadcasts a
Head_Msg within Rc, advertising its state as cluster head.

The improved EADUC scheme is based on the EADUC protocol
[38]; however, in contrast to the EADUC, it uses a different com-
petition radius rule for producing unequal clusters. In the original
EADUC protocol, in the expression for competition radius, only the
distance between the nodes and the BS, and the residual energy of
the nodes is taken into account. In order to account for the expense
involved in aggregation, the proposed scheme also considers the
number of neighbors, in addition to the above two factors, while
deciding the competition radii. The competition radius for the pro-
posed scheme is a function of distance to the BS, the residual energy
of CH, and the number of neighbor nodes. Nodes with relatively
higher residual energy, greater distance from the BS, and lower

number of neighbor nodes should have larger competition radius.
For achieving it, following formula given in Eq. (5) is used.
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where α β γ, , are the weights in (0, 1), Rmax is the maximum value
of transmission radius, dmax and dmin are the maximum and minimum
distance of nodes from BS, d(sj,BS) is the distance of jth node from
BS, Er is the node’s residual energy and Emax is maximum value of
initial energy of the nodes in the network, sj(nb) is the number of
neighbor nodes of jth node and nbmax is the maximum value of neigh-
bor nodes. Therefore, incorporating nodes’ distance from BS, its
residual energy, and its neighborhood information, the cluster size
is governed.

The idea of inclusion of neighborhood information for cluster head
selection along with available energy and distance to the sink is used
in some existing protocols, viz. an unequally clustered multi-hop
routing protocol (UCMR) [52], and hybrid unequal clustering with
layering protocol (HUCL) [41]. However, in the UCMR and HUCL pro-
tocols, the number of neighbors is not considered while computing
the competition radii. The calculation of competition radii in these
papers uses the distance parameter only as is used in an energy-
efficient unequal clustering mechanism (EEUC) [49] or in an unequal
cluster-based routing protocol (UCR) [51]. In the UCMR protocol, the
number of neighboring nodes is incorporated in the weight calcu-
lation that is one of the parameters in the cluster head selection
procedure. In the HUCL protocol, the neighborhood information, i.e.
number of neighbors is used during calculation of the wait time,
which is a step during cluster set up.

After cluster head competition sub-phase, wherein cluster heads
are chosen, cluster formation sub-phase starts, whose duration is
T3. In this phase, the normal nodes choose the nearest cluster head.
By sending the Join_Msg, cluster is formed. The cluster head, in turn,
broadcasts a TDMA Schedule_Msg for its cluster member’s data trans-
mission. The member nodes thus can wake up only during their time
slot and in other times they can remain in sleep state. This helps
in conserving energy.

After the network is setup as clusters, steady state phase
begins. In this phase, data transmission takes place. First the
member nodes transmit their sensed data according to the sched-
ule prepared by their respective cluster heads. This transmission
is single hop and is known as intra-cluster communication. The
cluster head receives the sensed data from its member nodes and
stores the average aggregated data. As the members selected in a
cluster are those which are nearer to their respective cluster
heads, so it is appropriate to aggregate the incoming data into one
packet. The task of intra-cluster communication is done simulta-
neously in all clusters.

The cluster heads transmit the data packet to the BS either di-
rectly, or through relaying. If the distance from respective cluster
head to BS is greater than threshold distance (dist_th), inter-
cluster communication is carried out; otherwise direct transmission
is executed. For inter-cluster communication, the selection of cluster
head as next hop node (relay node) is then drawn.

In the original EADUC protocol, relay node selection is done as
one of the neighbor nodes from the candidate forwarding set ac-
cording to a parameter Erelay. This Erelay parameter is computed as
the energy consumption when CH si chooses sj as its next hop from
the Eq. (6) given below.

E d s s d s BSrelay i j j= ( ) + ( )2 2, , (6)

So, in EADUC protocol, the node having smallest Erelay in the for-
warding candidate set gets selected as relay node for forwarding
the data to the BS.
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We argue that as the relationship between the distance and the
energy is not linear, energy consumption Erelay may not be the only
important metric for setting the route. In our proposed scheme the
relay node selection is based on the energy estimate at each fea-
sible node. One of the feasible nodes is finally selected as the relay
node according to the expression given in Eq. (7). In the proposed
scheme, for inter-cluster communication process, each cluster head
first broadcasts a message comprising of its node id, residual energy,
count containing the number of cluster members, and distance to
the base station. The CH si would choose CH sj as relay node, if its
remaining energy is the largest value, after incorporating its intra-
cluster energy consumption, inter-cluster transmission’s cost, and
the cost of relaying the data from sj to BS.

relay
s E s count ER DM s count EDA DM ET DM

E
j jr j x j x

ma

=
∗ − +( )∗ ∗ −∗ ∗. . . 1

xx

(7)

where s Ej jr. represents the current residual energy of jth node; count
represents the member count of jth node; ERx represents the energy
cost in receiving the data from its members with packet length DM;
EDA represents the energy cost in aggregating the received data,
and ETx is the energy cost of transmitting the data packet from CH
si to CH sj over the relay_dist and finally to the BS. Emax is the
maximum value of residual energy initially available in the network.
CH sj transmits the message directly to BS in either of the cases, i.e.
if sj is within the pre-determined dist_th, or even if first condition
is not true, also when no other CH node is available to route the
packet. Thus, si selects the cluster head having the maximum value
of relay, i.e. one that has highest residual energy. With choosing a
relay node with higher relay in this way helps in keeping up the
energy balance and in extending the network lifespan.

In order to further improve the performance, the cluster head
rotation is not carried out in every round. Instead once the cluster
set up is obtained, it is retained for a few rounds. In one round
of protocol operation, the data transmission phase runs number of
times. For this, the steady state phase comprises of a number of
major slots, ‘M’. Each major slot further comprises of number of mini
slots, ‘m’. In each mini slot, the whole process of data transmis-
sion phase is carried out. During the last mini slot, the member nodes
send their residual energy along with the data. After one major slot
is over, the cluster head rotation within the cluster boundary is
carried out. The old cluster head gets replaced by a new cluster head
in the same cluster depending on the residual energy of the nodes
and the distance from the current cluster head. The member node
having higher remaining energy and minimum distance from it is
chosen as the new cluster head. The old cluster head hands over
the members list to the new cluster head. When the new cluster

head selection and hand over occurs, another major slot begins. After
the completion of the number of major slots, another round of pro-
tocol runs comprising of the set up phase and steady state phase.

5. Protocol analysis

The following are the characteristics of the improved EADUC
protocol.

(i) The cluster heads elected are based on the ratio of the average
residual energy and the remaining energy of the nodes given
in eq. (4). This helps in prolonging the network lifetime as
the nodes having more remaining energy are selected.

(ii) The cluster heads set elected covers the whole network. As
in eq. (4), Vr parameter ensures that for any case of remain-
ing energy of nodes, the wait time is less than or equal to
duration T2 of cluster head competition sub-phase. There-
fore, any node can become a cluster head before the time T2

runs out. Furthermore, in case any node has not received the
Head_Msg, it broadcasts itself to be cluster head.

(iii) The competition radius rule used for producing unequal clus-
ters is based on the distance to the BS, the residual energy
of nodes and the number of neighbors. It helps in better bal-
ancing of the energy in the network as the inclusion of the
neighborhood information is taking into account the energy
expense involved in aggregation.

(iv) The relay metric used is defined directly in terms of energy,
so it helps in prolonging the lifetime by selecting the route
more efficiently for sending the data to the BS.

(v) The clustering overhead reduces as the cluster set up is re-
tained for a few rounds. Therefore, the energy consumption
of the network lessens and the network lifetime prolongs.

6. Performance evaluation

6.1. Simulation environment

Three scenarios were chosen for simulations:

Scenario 1: 100 nodes are uniformly deployed over an area of
200 × 200 m2 shown in Fig. 1(a).
Scenario 2: 100 nodes are non-uniformly deployed with more
number of sensor nodes grouped together in the region toward
the right side of sensor field, i.e. near the BS, over an area of
200 × 200 m2 as shown in Fig. 1(b).
Scenario 3: 100 nodes are non-uniformly deployed with more
number of sensor nodes grouped together in the region toward
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Fig. 1. Network topology in the three scenarios.
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the left side of sensor field, i.e. far from BS, over an area of
200 × 200 m2 as shown in Fig. 1(c).

In order to observe the effect of the proposed method of com-
puting competition radius and relaying and the technique of division
of data transmission phase into major and mini slots separately, the
results of the proposed protocol, the improved EADUC, are shown
in two steps in the subsequent sections. In the first implementa-
tion, namely improved EADUC 1, the proposed protocol uses the
method of clustering and relaying only without incorporating the
division of data transmission phase. In the second implementa-
tion, namely improved EADUC 2, the method of clustering and
relaying along with the technique of division of data transmission
phase is incorporated. The number of mini-slots is taken as 3 and
major slots as 2 while simulating the EADUC 2 protocol. The energy
efficiency of the proposed protocol is compared with the EADUC
protocol and the HUCL protocol. For comparison, the simulation pa-
rameters and the scenarios considered are same in all the protocols
and the basic mechanism of the HUCL protocol operation without
compression is considered.

6.2. Simulation parameters

The parameters of the simulation used in the present paper are
listed in Table 1.

7. Results and discussions

The simulation was performed in MATLAB. In the simulation ex-
periments, the energy model and the data aggregation model used
are as described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. The results of
the simulations are average of the several experiments performed.
The following performance metrics are used in this paper:

• Number of cluster heads: This metric lays out the effect of node
distribution in each scenario.

• Average energy consumption per round: This metric stands for
the average energy consumption by all the nodes of the network
in one round.

• Network remaining energy: This metric represents the total re-
maining energy of the network with respect to rounds.

• Network lifetime-FND: This metric is measured in terms of data
collection rounds and represents the time when first node in the
network dies.

• Network lifetime-PNA: This metric corresponds to the time period
from the instant the network starts functioning to the instant
when 10 percent of the nodes are dead.

• Number of alive nodes: This metric shows the number of nodes
that are alive with respect to rounds.

7.1. CH distribution evaluation

Fig. 2 shows the average number of cluster heads generated in
each scenario. The cluster heads are distributed and the number of
cluster heads is also controlled. The improved EADUC protocol pro-
duces stable number of cluster heads as seen in Fig. 2. This is because
the competition radius checks that there is only one cluster head
in each competition radius. In case of scenario 1, i.e. comprising of
uniformly distributed sensors, four or five numbers of cluster heads
are generated in each round of protocol operation and are almost
equally probable. In case of scenario 2, five numbers of cluster heads
are more probable, whereas in scenario 3, four numbers of CHs are
more probable. During the protocol operation, the nodes near the
BS are assigned smaller competition radii. As in scenario 2, more
number of nodes is deployed in the region near BS; it is more likely
to produce more number of cluster heads than the case of scenar-
io 3, where the region near BS is sparse.

7.2. Energy consumption evaluation

The average energy consumption of the EADUC and improved
EADUC protocol is evaluated for the three scenarios considered here.
Fig. 3 shows average energy consumption per round in the network
when each protocol is run until its lifetime for the three different
scenarios. Energy consumption of a round comprises of the energy
consumed during clustering topology formation and data
transmission.

The mean energy consumption in our improved EADUC 1 pro-
tocol is slightly less than that in case of EADUC protocol and is much
less in case of improved EADUC 2 protocol. Furthermore, it is ob-
served that the mean energy consumption of network in scenario

Table 1
Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

Network area 200 m × 200 m
Base station location (250,100)
No. of nodes 100
Initial energy of nodes 0.5–1.5J
Data packet size 500 bytes
Eelec 50 nJ/bit
εfs 10 pJ/bit/m2

εmp 0.0013 pJ/bit/m4

EDA 5 nJ/bit/signal
Rmax 110 m
Threshold distance 87.7 m
α, β, γ 0.3333

Fig. 2. Average number of cluster heads generated in different scenarios.

Fig. 3. Average energy consumption of network in different scenarios.
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3 is slightly large as compared to scenario 2, because in scenario
3, the region near to BS is sparsely distributed, therefore it is more
likely that the final relay node is at larger distance to BS than in case
of scenario 2, it being densely distributed.

7.3. Network remaining energy evaluation

Fig. 4 shows the total remaining energy of the network in im-
proved EADUC 2 protocol with respect to number of rounds in each
scenario.

It is observed that residual energy of nodes in the network
reduces at almost the same rate in case of scenarios 1 and 2. But
the total remaining energy of the network is less in case of scenar-
io 3 as compared to scenarios 1 and 2. This is because of larger energy
consumption by nodes of the network in scenario 3. And this is due
to the region near the BS is sparse in scenario 3.

7.4. Network lifetime evaluation

The network lifetime is evaluated here in two ways. One way
used is to measure the round when first node dies (FND) and another
way used is to measure the round when 90 percent of the nodes
are alive (PNA). The original EADUC, HUCL and improved EADUC 1
and 2 protocols were run in the three scenarios. As shown in Figs. 5
and 6, there is improvement in network lifespan, FND and PNA of
improved EADUC 1 and 2 in each of the three considered sce-
narios as compared to EADUC and HUCL protocols. The improved
EADUC 1 protocol enhances the network lifetime when FND is the
metric, by 12%, 6%, and 2% respectively and when PNA is the metric,

by 4%, 5%, and 2% respectively for scenarios 1, 2, and 3 as com-
pared to EADUC protocol. The network lifetime in improved EADUC
1 gets enhanced because it balances the energy in the network in
a better way. Also the task of routing the data to BS is more effec-
tive in our improved EADUC protocol. The average improvement
obtained in lifespan in improved EADUC 2 protocol considering FND
as the metric is about 134% for scenario 1, 118% in case of scenar-
io2, and 75% for scenario 3 in comparison with EADUC. With
reference to PNA as the lifetime evaluation metric, the average im-
provement in scenarios 1, 2 and 3 is about 180%, 167% and 126%
respectively. The network lifetime in our EADUC 2 protocol en-
hances significantly because in addition to the clustering and relaying
technique, the clustering overhead is minimized here by retaining
the clusters once formed for few rounds depending on the number
of mini-slots and major slots. The results shown are with number
of major slots considered as 2 and the number of mini-slots as 3.

Furthermore, as compared to HUCL protocol, our improved
EADUC 2 protocol has better network lifetime in terms of FND and
PNA metric. The network lifetime, FND and PNA, enhances by 109%,
166% and 55% respectively, and by 28%, 10% and 9% respectively,
in case of scenarios 1, 2 and 3. This enhancement is due to the dif-
ference in the mechanism of cluster head selection and routing of
the sensed data. The number of control messages generated in our
proposed protocol is less as compared to HUCL protocol as it uses
hybrid unequal clustering with layering technique. Also it is ob-
served during simulation runs that the HUCL produces more number
of CHs per round; typical value is 9, 11, and 6 clusters respectively
for the considered scenarios 1, 2, and 3. Also, it is not taking into
account the heterogeneity of the nodes during cluster head selection.

This improvement shows the effectiveness of the proposed im-
proved EADUC protocol in terms of balancing the energy and
distributing the clusters.

7.5. Number of alive nodes evaluation

The improvement gained through our improved EADUC proto-
col is further laid out in each of the three scenarios. Figs. 7, 8 and
9, respectively, show the number of alive nodes with respect to
rounds in case of scenarios 1, 2 and 3.

As observed, the improved EADUC protocol, i.e. EADUC 2, achieves
better energy efficiency and balancing than the EADUC and HUCL
protocols. This is because the improved EADUC protocol considers
the impacts of both intra-cluster and inter-cluster communication
loads during operation. From the results, we can conclude that the
improved EADUC protocol is able to address the non-uniform dis-
tribution, heterogeneity of nodes and energy hole problem
successfully.
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Fig. 4. Average residual energy of network in different rounds.

Fig. 5. Network lifespan when first node dies.

Fig. 6. Network lifespan when 90 percent nodes are alive.
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8. Conclusions

In this paper, an energy aware distributed unequal clustering pro-
tocol (EADUC) has been extended in order to improve the lifespan
of WSN. The non-uniform clustering approach has been exploited
in this work. The clusters formed are of unequal size by using uneven
competition radius. The clusters closer to base station have smaller
size than clusters that are far away from the BS. The nodes are as-
signed uneven competition radius through use of multiple factors,
viz. the distance to BS, the residual energy and the number of neigh-
bors. Thereby, the energy consumption among the cluster head nodes
is more effectively balanced. Furthermore, the relay node selec-
tion procedure for forwarding the data toward the BS is based directly
in terms of energy expense. The simulation results show that
network lifespan is prolonged effectively in each scenario com-
pared to the EADUC and HUCL protocols. The outcome of this study

shall be useful for solving the energy hole problem in data gath-
ering networks.
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Fig. 7. Number of alive nodes with respect to rounds for scenario 1.
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Fig. 8. Number of alive nodes with respect to rounds for scenario 2.
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Fig. 9. Number of alive nodes with respect to rounds for scenario 3.
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